Sock Puppet Creation

Supplies

- Clean sock/s
- Yarn and/or pipe cleaners
- Scraps of fabric/material
- Fabric markers or pens
- Googly eyeballs, pom poms, buttons or other tidbits
- (Older children may use yarn needles under supervision).

Procedure

- Place your hand in the sock to determine the location of the head and mouth. Remove sock to work on your “mouth”terpiece.
- Create a mouth (using scrap material or markers). Attach to sock if need be.
- Craft or choose eyes out of buttons, googly eyes, etc. and glue or sew onto sock. (You can even use a stapler here.)
- Make or draw a nose with material of choice.
- Add fabric, yarn, or pipe cleaners as hair.
- Add ears or any other accessories.
- Get creative.
- Put on a puppet show!
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